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ABSTRACT 

A numerical method is presented for solving the time-dependent survival probability equation in 
general (lD/2D/3D) geometries using the multi group SNmethod, Although this equation was first 
fonnulated by Bell in the early 1960's, it has only been applied to stationary systems (for other 
than idealized point models) until recently, and detailed descriptions of numerical solution 
techniques are lacking in the literature, This paper presents such a description and applies it to a 
dynamic system representative of a figurative criticality accident scenario. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In his classic 1965 paper, Bell [1] derived the generating function for determining the probability 
distribution of obtaining exactly n neutrons at some point in space, time, angle, and energy. Bell 
showed that while the mean of this equation leads to the standard Boltzmann transport equation, 
higher-order moments can be used to determine the variance of the neutron popUlation, or the 
probability of getting a divergent chain reaction from an initial neutron, i.e., survival probability. 
As the survival probability equation may be viewed as essentially an adjoint, time-dependent 
transport equation, but with additional coupled non-linear terms, solutions are even more 
difficult to come by than for the standard transport equation, and so until recently numerical 
solutions have been limited to stationary systems [2,3] for other than idealized point models [4]. 
For a stationary system, the probability of a neutron surviving until an infinite time is only 
greater than zero for a super-critical system, and hence these solutions eame to be referred to as 
"Probability of Initiation". In reality, however, criticality accidents involve dynamically 
changing configurations and, as will be shown here, there can be significant differences between 
interpretations of the stationary and dynamic solutions that might affect accident analysis. 

Despite Bell's suggestion in [1] that numerical techniques such as the SN method then under 
development by Carlson [5] would be well-suited for this problem, to this author's knowledge 
Humbert [6] was the first to apply deterministic transport methods to the solution of the time
dependent survival probability equation. However, his paper contained no details on the 
numerical solution techniques employed to ensure convergence, and results were presented for a 
stationary system only. Here, we will describe the techniques we have found necessary for fast 
and reliable convergence on a variety of applications and initial conditions, and examine how 
well they perform on a figurative dynamic criticality accident scenario. We will also examine the 
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differences between the stationary and dynamic solutions for this scenario and discuss their 
implications. 

2. 	 SOLUTION TECHNIQUES FOR THE TIME-DEPENDENT SURVIVAL 
PROBABILITY EQUATION 

The survival probability equation derived by Bell [1] for the probability p that some neutron at a 
point r in space, in direction Q, with energy and at time t, or its progeny, will survive to some 
final time is essentially a time-dependent adjoint equation with additional non-linear terms that 
depend upon the probability Fj ofj neutrons being emitted from any given fission. Incorporating 
this probability into the term A), and neglecting delayed and (n, xn) neutrons, this equation is 

1 a _- - -- - - 
-- per, Q, E, t) -Q- V' -p(r,Q, E, t)+Lr(r, E, t) p(r,Q, E, t) = 
vat 	 r 

rLdEdQ'Ls(i,o., E, t -7 0.', E) p(r,Q', E, t)+ 

dQ' - rLdE-x(r,E -7 E)p(r,Q- -;,E, l)vLF(r, E,l) 

1l' 41l' 


--; 	 J)~ (-1») A /T, t) rLdE ~~ xCi, E -7 E) p(r,Q', E,t) , (1)( 
_ A 

p(rs,Q, t)=O, o.-n>O. 

Putting this equation into mu1tigroup form (group g) with Crank-Nicholson in time ( p(t:) Pn)' 

and suppressing the space and angle dependence, we obtain 
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Here, standard adjoint reversals in direction and energy have been applied to the 
streaming/removal and scattering operators ~ and S. , respectively. Solution of an adjoint time
dependent equation also requires a reversal in time, which we perform by defining the adjoint 
time t' == tF - t and requiring an "initial" condition P(tF)' The Jin Eq. (2b) is the maximum 
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number of fission neutrons emitted in fission (typically 5-10). Material properties (including 
those of the fission multiplicity terms in Q) are assumed to be constant within a time step I:l.t ,n 

and i Fj {t)dt "" F~l:l.tn· Thus, while the temporal (and spatial) discretizations used are second
~'fJ 

order in nature, the assumption of constant material properties within a time step introduces a 
first-order error term, the importance of which will be problem-dependent. 

As posed above, the survival probability equation is a non-linear inhomogeneous source equation 
which we solve by replacing the standard outer iteration on fission with a "lambda" iteration k on 
a fictitious "inhomogeneous source" term Q 

L* A 2 k I s· k A-I 2+-- = , .+ +-- (3a)-gPBn At Pgn . -B-tgPgn Qgn At Pgn-112 
V gll n g V gll n 

} 

0;;1 =VLF,gFgn[p~'I]- IC-1)j Ajg(~n[p~-I])j, ~n Q;_I' (3b) 
j=2 

Similar to the approach used in [7] for stationary systems, we apply a global re-balance after 
every lambda iteration to ensure/accelerate convergence. The re-balance is done by letting 

Pgn ~ AP;n in Eq. (2), then subtracting offEq. (3), resulting in 

Io;;l- IVLF.gFgn[P~]+ A;I I ~t Pgn-li2 +I (-t)j Aj-IIAjg{F;;n[p~])j 0 (4) 
g g g v g n j=2 g 

This order J non-linear equation for A is solved using a modified Powell hybrid method [8]. The 

resulting AP;n are then used to form o;~l for the next lambda iteration. Lambda iterations are 

continued until 11- AI < c andil FA / FA,,11 < c . Following convergence, one additional lambda 

iteration is performed with no scaling to calculate consistent Pn+1/2 and Q;J for the next cycle. 

Inner iterations over the scattering source are accelerated using Diffusion Synthetic Acceleration. 

3. "INITIAL" (FINAL) CONDITIONS 

For systems where the final configuration is both static and supercritical PI/2 may be determined 

by setting it to the solution of the stationary "Probability ofInitiation" problem po. We refer to 
this as a "settle" initial condition. Otherwise, recognizing that the survival probability P is 
defined as the probability of a neutron surviving until some IF, and all neutrons present at IF have 
(by definition) survived until IF, then our "given" initial condition must be p( tF ) =Pl!2 =1 . While 

the value of p{IF) is thus uniquely determined, the selection of tF is itself arbitrary. The impact 

of this will be shown in the following test problems. 

4. RESULTS 

In [3], results were presented for a suite of historical test problems (stationary bare spheres of 
plutonium or highly enriched uranium of varying density and radii) for various codes from 
LLNL and LANL, including LLNL's continuous energy Monte Carlo transport code Mercury 
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and LANL's 5N transport code PARTISN [10]. The uranium test problems' static single 
particle initiation probabilities defined by 

Ps fIf5(l,E,Q)P(l,E,Q)dfdEdQ, (5) 

where Iff5(l, Q)dfdEdQ I, are shown below in Table I. The P ARTISN calculations were 

run using LANL's NDI library [11] and its fission multiplicity data with 30 energy groups, 516, 

P4 Legendre expansion, a Watt fission spectrum for 5, and 

Table I. Ps for Highly Enriched Uranium Bare Spheres 

p*r PARTISN PsMercury Ps 

0.0000 0.0000165 

195 0.09350.0914 

225 0.l710 0.1720 

255 0.2328 0.2362 
1----- ----

285 0.2877 0.2894 
f--

315 0.3319 0.3339 

Note that the configuration with a density*radius of 165 is sub-critical, thus the probability of a 
particle surviving for an infinite time is zero, and there is excellent agreement between Mercury 
and PARTISN for all test problems. 

Figure 1 below shows the corresponding dynamic single particle initiation probabilities for these 
static problems. We define the dynamic single particle initiation probability as 

Ps(t) = Iff5(l, E,Q) p(l, E, Q, t)dfdEdQ . (6) 

We choose an "initial" (final) condition at forty shakes (1 sh = 10.8 sees) using both the "settle" 
and "given" initial conditions discussed in Section 3 above. Since the "settle" initial (final) 
condition assumes a static geometry, the initial (final) dynamic probabilities reproduce the static 
probabilities and remain fixed at those values throughout the calculation. Thus, the "settle" initial 
condition may not be used for the p * r =165 test case since it is sub-critical, and no static 
calculation is possible. In contrast, the "given" initial (final) condition at forty shakes 

sets p(l, E, Q, tF) , and thus PS-(tF), equal to one. However, as the calculation proceeds (in the 
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reverse sense} towards t=O, and the transients introduced by this non-equilibrium initial 
condition die out, the dynamic probabilities come into agreement with their static probabilities. 

1 
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----- Iml- I [fI oem! OVI!(I 
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Figure 1. Dynamic Single Particle Initiation Probabilities, Bare HEU Spheres 

The outer "lambda" iteration scheme presented in Section 2 above required only 6-7 lambda 
iterations for the static test cases in Table I with a convergence criteria of 10-4. Historically, many 
static probability codes have encountered difficulties in convergence, i.e., excessive outer 
iterations, when attempting to determine static initiation probabilities for marginally critical 
systems. To examine how the global re-balance scheme used in PARTISN does for these systems 
we consider a modified version of our bare uranium sphere where the density is 19.0 gmlem\ the 
outer radius is 8,7402094 em, and the calculated keD' is 1.0001. For this marginally-critical 
configuration PARTISN requires, with a convergence criteria of 10-\ only eight lambda 
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iterations to calculate a Ps of 7.1794* 1 0-5
. When the convergence criteria is tightened to 10-8 

only sixteen lambda iterations are required and Ps is identical to at least the first five digits. 
Based on this calculation, as well as other calculations not reported here, we conclude that the 
global re~balance scheme used in PARTISN does not appear to suffer from convergence 
difficulties for marginally~critical calculations. 

Next, as a figurative criticality accident scenario, we consider a bare, 17.25 cm sphere composed 
of a 15 gmlcm**3 mixture of U235 and U238 where the isotopic weight fractions vary in time 
as U235 (l4-6CMOD ) +U 238 (1 +6CMOD )' Figure 2 below shows the variation of CMOD (and the 

corresponding kefT) as a function of time. 

I 1- -l
I 2[ ~~d 1. 

.5 

'8 
E 

-~ (]) -
~ 
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o 
o 200 400 600 800 

Time (sh) 

Figure 2. Concentration/Criticality Variation 

Using 21 energy groups, S20~' J=6, a convergence criteria of 10-6
, and a uniform source of 0.01 

nlsh, we obtain the results shown in Fig. 3 below for a series of static "POI" calculations, a 
dynamic survival probability calculation using a "settle" initial condition near second criticality, 
and dynamic calculations with "given" initial conditions at tF= 800, 100, and 2000 sh. Note that 
the static "POI' curve has the same symmetry as the concentration variation, but the dynamic 
calculations have varying degrees of asymmetry and, unlike the static calculation, indicate a non
zero probability for a neutron (or its progeny) "born" before first criticality surviving until after 
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second criticality. I.e., neutrons present in the system before first criticality can initiate chains 
that will persist (and multiply) throughout the criticality excursion until after second criticality. 
We see from Fig. 3 this can occur as early as 1 Ilsec before initial criticality for this problem, and 
the probability is independent of the selected "initial" condition. Since these chains will undergo 
more multiplication than chains initiated shortly before second criticality, they are obviously of 
more significance for damage assessments. 

VarYing Concentration Problem 
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Figure 3. StaticlDynamic Survival Probability for Varying Concentration 

At times immediately before second criticality all dynamic curves show a reduced probability of 
survival as compared to the static curve. This also agrees with physical intuition as neutron 
chains which initiate shortly before final criticality will undergo a smaller multiplication as 
compared to those initiated earlier, thus generating less neutrons which may survive until the 
specified final time. All "given" initial conditions show a non-physical, but mathematically 
meaningful, peak near their specified final time. This peak simply results from the definition of 
survival probability. That is, ifour "initial" condition is r;(tF)=l at some specified final time, then 
the probability of a neutron surviving until that final time is also one. While the selection of this 
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final time is in some sense arbitrary, in reality it can be related to acceptable power generation 
levels during the excursion. That is, the probability for a neutron surviving a significant amount 
oftime past second critical is larger ifmore neutrons are created during the criticality excursion. 

The cumulative dynamic survival probability may be defined as 

FeU) =1-exp[ - IffSCt, EQ, t) p(f, E, n, t)dfdEdn] (7) 

and is shown below in Fig. 4 for this problem. The dynamic calculations, regardless of initial 
condition type or time, show a small but significant increase in the likelihood of a fission chain 
initiating at early times as compared to static POI calculations. 

Varying Concentration Problem 
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Figure 4. Cumulative Survival Probability for Varying Concentration 

Finally, in Fig. 5 below, we show how the time step size and number of lambda iterations varies 
as a function of problem time for the case of the given initial condition at 800 sh. For survival 
probability calculations we use the maximum change in the point-wise total reaction rate to 
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govern whether the time step size is held constant, increased, or decreased. In addition, we force 
the time step to align with user-input parameter changes, in this case the concentration modifier 
changes at 200, 400,500, and 700 sh. This has the effect of "crashing" the time step, as can 
clearly be seen below, from which it then recovers. In general, the number of lambda iterations 
per time step grows as the time step size increases, and also as the problem becomes more sub
critical, but decreases as criticality increases. However, even as keffvaries between 0.88 and 1.38 
for this problem, and with time steps ranging from 0.002 to 16.6 sh, we never require more than 
fourteen lambda iterations for convergence within a time step. 
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Figure 5. Time Step Size and Number of Lambda Iterations, IF= 800 sh 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented a detailed description of the numerical techniques we have found necessary 
for robust, accurate solutions of the dynamic survival probability equations using multi group SN. 
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Our results show that these solutions have the possibility to allow a more thorough understanding 
of criticality accident scenarios. We also note that by implementing these techniques in the 
LANL code PARTISN, a direct descendant of Carlson's original work at Los Alamos, we have, 
in some sense, finally completed Bell's conjecture about the applicability of Carlson's SN 
methods to this problem [1]. 

We are currently adding the ability to obtain isotope-dependent spontaneous fission spectra and 
source strengths directly from LANL's NDI data library, rather than requiring users to enter it by 
hand. This wil1 simplify the process of modeling more complex geometries. In the future, we 
hope to also incorporate the modifications required to the survival probability equations for 
neutrons generated by (n,xn) reactions. Finally, in order to model SUb-prompt critical excursions, 
we will need to incorporate delayed neutrons as well. 
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